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The First Lesser Arcanum Franz
Birdwatching can be traced all the way back to Noah’s Ark. It’s a tradition that also includes modern-day birdwatchers like Franz Kafka and Ab Cahan.

The secret Jewish history of birdwatching
In the academic sphere, anthropologist Franz Boas was one of my first heroes. In my later career ... They resemble to a greater or lesser extent comparable myths about peoples who have been ...

White Lies About the Inuit
The AlphaTauri driver on mental health, being dropped by Red Bull and how the death of his friend Anthoine Hubert changed him ...

Pierre Gasly: ‘We are not lions in a cage for people going to the zoo’
From Germany’s Christian Petzold, a moody and sensual drama about a woman who may be a mermaid or may be insane.

In German drama ‘Undine,’ water meets fire
In February, 1903, a nineteen-year-old Austrian military cadet named Franz Xaver Kappus received ... the envelope as the letter itself had from first line to last.” The confidence that Kappus ...

Can Rilke Change Your Life?
In its March 26, 2020, issue, The New York Review published a fascinating article by David Motadel entitled “What Do the Hohenzollerns Deserve?” Motadel ...

Blue Bloods and Brownshirts
It would be the first of many pieces the orchestra played superbly. The Symphonic Choir, meanwhile, provided its own rich sound on Franz Biebl ... written music for a lesser-known work, but ...

Holiday Vespers a harmonious tradition
The director discusses his favorite songs that didn’t make it into his new documentary about the influential cult band.

Edgar Wright’s Favorite Sparks Deep Cuts Playlist
CureVac CEO Franz-Werner Haas expects CVnCoV to contribute to pandemic vaccination programs: “In this variant rich environment, we are convinced that our first-generation COVID-19 vaccine ...

CureVac: The Moment Of Truth Arrives
Ai Weiwei and Franz West. But the Liverpool Biennial is also an art exhibition of thrilling surprises and discoveries, thanks to works from many lesser known artists and the fascinating venues ...

Liverpool Biennial, UK’s Largest, Free Contemporary Art Festival
With the exception of the UK and Sweden, and to a lesser extent Denmark, most ministers give short shrift to anything which smacks of weakening the web of supports erected for the Union’s farmers.

Fischler’s mission to change the face of the countryside
for JAS's first class of six In Focus Fellows. Forest Collective are returning to the Abbotsford Convent from July 16 -18 to present a season of innovative, lesser known works from leading Asian ...

In Focus News
A tournament that started thirty years after the first World Cup took some time to ... “Only a true champion would come up with such a solution,” Franz Beckenbauer, the West Germany captain ...

Pause, rewind, play: Czechoslovakia’s unlikely win at Euro 1976 and the birth of the Panenka penalty
As owners of Minnesota’s top-three protected first-round ... of a lesser tier. Players such as Florida State’s Scottie Barnes, Gonzaga’s Corey Kispert, Michigan’s Franz Wagner, Tennessee ...

Why the final day of the season was good for the Warriors, bad for the Warriors’ draft pick
CureVac CEO Franz-Werner Haas previously told CNBC its ... The next frontier for COVID-19 vaccine supply could be India or lesser-developed countries in Africa. Wealthy nations have cornered ...
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